SYNOPSIS
“Vincles”, a special production of Circ Bover to
celebrate the company’s first decade.
From one simple element, bamboo, a show is
built, which transmits the elegance and technique
of circus arts through a truly different and
unprecedented performance.
Primary scenic elements are transformed
through emotions, and between them
different contemporary circus acts arise. Thus
demonstrating that starting from the essential,
from simple elements, it is possible to achieve
sophistication and a high technical and artistic
quality.
To celebrate its 10th anniversary Circ Bover
presents its most ambitious project, “VINCLES”
featuring an artistic team with a long experience
in the field of contemporary circus. Its aim is to
create a completely new show, remaining faithful
to the essential characteristics of the company:
the search for new languages, artistic and
technical quality, simplicity and adaptability, live
music, proximity to the public and sympathy.

DURATION
45 Minuts

LANGUAGE
No text

ARTISTIC FILE
Title
“VINCLES”
Performers
Maëlys Rousseau
Arce López
Gràcia Moragues
Mateu Canyelles

CREATIVE
TEAM
Original idea
Tià Jordà
Direction and Dramaturgy
Pau Bachero
Scenography
Pau Caracuel
Costume design
Steffi Knabe
Technical design and lighting
Pau Caracuel
Photography
Circ Bover
Production
Circ Bover

SOUND
4 monitors
4 channel sound table
Canon cables

TECHNICAL
SHEET
Lights
Lights available on site. If the performance takes
place at night, lighting requirements will be the
following:
21 channels dimmer
Programmable light table
- 14 Spotlights PAR 64 CP 62 (No. 5)
- 2 Spotlights PC 2KW
- 8 Spotlights PC 1KW (x 4 blades)
- 2 Panorama 500W
- 6 spotlight brackets on the floor
Towerlift. Nominal height 6.4 m, with bar for the 6
spotlights, maximum load 225 kg

STAGE
Flat area of 13m x 13m minimum
Stage available two hours before the performance.
Access to the performance area for the truck.
Other requirements
Dressing room for 4 people
In case of consecutive performances at the same
place; storage for the costumes, accessories and
decors for the next performance.
In case of an overnight stay the van must be safely
stored.

MOVE AWARDS
2016
More Quality Visual
theatre for Europe

ZIRKÒLIKA
2016

Popular Voting Award

FETEN
2016

Best street show

ATAPIB
2016

Best show of the year

SHOWS
“Ca nostra”				08/08/2005
Author: Circ Bover. Director: Circ Bover.
Local: Carpa Circ Bover. Sineu.

COMPANY
CIRC BOVER RESPONSIBLE
FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF CIRCUS ARTS
IN THE BALEARIC ISLANDS

“Xalestia”				08/07/2006
Author: Circ Bover. Director: Victor Stivelman.
Local: Carpa Circ Bover. Lloret.
“Satrup”				29/09/2007
Author: Tià Jordà. Director: David Gol.
Local: Carpa Circ Bover. Fira de teatre de Manacor.

“Cabaret de nadal”			25/12/2008
Author: Marta Barceló. Director: Biel Jordà.
Local: Carpa Circ Bover. Parc de la Mar. Palma

Circ Bover is a professional circus company which
in 2005 took the initiative to spread circus arts in “Descobreix el circ”			21/05/2009
Author: Tià Jordà. Director: David Gol.
the Balearic Islands, until then non-existent.
Local: Festival “Umore Azoka”. Leioa. Vizcaya.

From the beginning Bover had the support of the “Sineterra”				30/03/2010
cultural sector as well as the public of the Balearic Author: Biel Jordà. Director: Biel Jordà.
Local: Festival Iberoamericano de Bogotá. Colombia.
Islands, who always welcomes each premiere
or activity carried out by the company with
“Maresia”				23/12/2010
sympathy and enthusiasm. Now that the company Author: Tià jordà. Director: Tià jordà.
has acquired a name and recognition in its own
Local: Carpa Circ Bover. Parc de la Mar. Palma
territory, it will increase its presence outside the
“Mala-bar” 			08/10/2011
island, both nationally and internationally.
The company creates its own performances,
modern circus combining the latest trends in
contemporary circus with live music, theatre and
dance.

Author: Circ Bover. Director: Tià Jordà.
Local: Fira de teatre infantil i juvenil de les illes balears.
Vilafranca. Mallorca.

“Cabaret de nadal II”		23/12/2011
Author: Circ Bover. Director: Tià Jordà.
Local: Carpa Circ Bover. Parc de la mar. Palma.

Circ Bover has its own centre called, “the Circus
“Circ transhumant”			22/12/2012
Author: Tià Jordà. Director: Pau Bachero.
Centre” in Sineu (Mallorca) with resident artists
Local: Fira de teatre infantil i juvenil de les illes balears.
and a circus school. The company has also been
Vilafranca. Mallorca.
the ambassador of Clowns Without Borders on the
Balearic Islands since 2007.
“Cabaret del circ bover”		 03/01/2014
Author & director: Tià Jordà.
Local: Teatre Espanya. Santa Eulàlia des Riu. Eivissa
Payasos sin fronteras en las islas baleares
desde el año 2007.
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